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Helen Zille on DA’s new mayors

I

n this in-depth interview, DA
Federal Council chair Helen
Zille offers a sobering view
after the surprise ascension of
her party’s candidates to the
mayoral parlours of SA’s leading
cities. She is under no illusion of
challenges that lie ahead to rid
local government of corrupt ANC
cadres. Zille says negotiations
will now be even more earnest
as her party works at securing
written commitment from
potential coalition partners to
ensure a stable governance
structure can be secured. Zille
unpacks the challenges that
lie ahead after SA’s watershed
election where the long-time
ruling ANC’s share of the vote
fell below 50% for the first time,
ushering in a widescale shakeup
of the country’s governance. –
Alec Hogg

On the surprise ascension of the
DA’s candidates to the Mayoral
parlours of SA’s leading cities
“Well obviously, there is always
a lot going on behind the scenes
when you are moving up into
a critical election like this, but I
have to be absolutely frank, this
outcome took us entirely by surprise.
It’s very interesting and it does
not make governance any easier.
In many of these places, we don’t
have stable majority coalitions.
We have parties that voted for us
on the day but are not tied in any
way to a programme of action,
a plan, a strategy or even conflict resolution mechanisms. We
could go into every single council
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Helen Zille speaks to the media at IEC’s election results centre during the municipal elections of 2021 on 02
November 2021 in Pretoria, South Africa. (Photo by Gallo Images/Beeld/Deaan Vivier)

“The ANC, everybody now knows, can be beaten and beaten solidly in many
places. Now that takes us over a psychological threshold and you can never
go back to the status quo ante where the ANC seemed unbeatable. The ANC
is entirely beatable everywhere and that changes the game in politics.”
meeting as a minority party that
happens to be in government and
that may or may not be in government by the end of that meeting.
That is obviously not the very best
way to go into a bold programme
of service delivery and implementing your manifesto.
It makes it extremely difficult. So,
what we have to do in more and
more places [is] try and consolidate
formal coalitions based on written
coalition agreements and that have
a joint plan of action to take the
city, in which the particular gov-

ernment is, forward. It’s extraordinarily difficult to do that as a party
that happened to win an election,
but does not have the majority of
the votes and is expected to deliver. It’s very, very hard.”
On establishing proper majority
coalitions
“We have to try and see where it
is possible to establish proper majority coalitions and in some places, let me be quite frank, it is not
possible. We have said we will not
go into coalition with the EFF or

Subscribe to the weekend BizNews Digest
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the ANC, and that leaves us with
opposition parties we’re very happy to go into coalition with. But
in some places, all the opposition
parties together won’t be as much
as the ANC unless the opposition
parties include the EFF. That creates a massive dilemma for us. In
all the debates around Johannesburg, the choice was not between
the DA and Herman Mashaba or
between Herman Mashaba and
the ANC.”
Listen to the full interview
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INVESTING

Regulation 28: SA savers being shafted

M

agnus Heystek pulled no punches
on his return from Mauritius,
where he says economic growth
is booming led by a surge in infrastructure
and development. South Africa’s economy
paints a different picture, one that’s been at a
standstill for the better part of a decade. As
a result of amendments to Regulation 28 –
which limits the extent to which retirement
funds may invest in particular assets or
asset classes – South African savers have
been unduly punished. The amendments
limit foreign investment exposure to 30%
and have been a drag on relative global
market performance, giving rise to the
raging bull market since the recovery of
the global financial crisis. Unfortunately,
relative to most other economies, South
Africa’s economy and the stock market have
performed poorly. Heystek notes that the
majority of retirement investment products
in South Africa have been unable to beat
the inflation rate, meaning a relative loss of
purchasing power and an increasingly poor
population. – Justin Rowe-Roberts
On whether Mauritius has a Regulation 28
equivalent
“No, they don’t. They have total freedom
with what you can do with your money,
no questions asked. They do enquire about

We’re not talking about almost 10 years, that
our Regulation 28 funds barely have beaten
the current inflation rate in South Africa and,
in some cases, have actually not made a cent.
That is not good; people are realising there is
a big train smash coming and it goes back to
Regulation 28 changes in 2010 of only 30%
offshore allowance. We have become poorer
as a result of two things: the rest of the world
has had a fantastic economic growth period
and we’ve had a terrible corresponding period.
Our pensions are losing money in real terms
year after year after year. People should be
made aware of this. The industry’s very quiet
about this.”
Brenthurst Wealth Management founder
Magnus Heystek
money laundering, but once they are happy
that it’s legitimate money, they say: where do
you want it, sir? What currency do you want
and how soon can we do it for you? It is such
a pleasure. That’s a normal society. We are so
used to dealing with the rules and regulations
of exchange control. It’s embedded in our
banking system, it’s embedded in our lives.
They don’t have Regulation 28 and the point
you’re making is the media and the investment
community at large – the investors themselves
– are now starting to say: we’re not making
money with our pensions.

On the conflicts of interests inherent in
Regulation 28
“Coronation reported its results. Well, for
the seventh year in a row, Coronation saw
assets under management decline. So, there
has been no real growth for Coronation and
you’ll see the same at Alexander Forbes, Allan
Gray and Foord. Our market is not growing,
it’s shrinking. This is purely my own opinion
but it’s a very nice arrangement between the
asset management industry and Treasury to
protect the industry from outflows because
you will have outflows, and that keeps the
money in South Africa. But ultimately, it’s not
their money, it’s the investors’ money and they
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should have a say in the situation. It’s quite
a shocking situation where billions of rands
flow towards the asset management industry.”
Listen to the full interview
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July riots created trust deficit in PMB

K

ZN’s capital Pietermaritzburg was
turned into a war zone during the
July riots, with local businesses (and
citizens) abandoned by SA’s deliberately
absent security forces. Melanie Veness,
CEO of the Pietermaritzburg Business
Chamber, spoke out powerfully at the time,
condemning the behaviour of the local
SAPS and confined-to-barracks Defence
Force. She is refusing to allow revisionists
to now gloss over the disaster, warning that
without retribution, a repeat is probable. In
this podcast, Veness urges the politicians
to speak up and demand consequences for
the perpetrators, without which, she says, it
will be impossible for the city to overcome
its trust deficit with business. Until that is
addressed, KZN’s capital will not be able
to retain many local businesses, much less
attract investment from new arrivals. – Alec
Hogg
On the Human Rights Commission to probe
July unrest
“It’s a human rights commission, I hope that
they’ll use the information they gather to take
some action because I think this collective
known responsibility is totally unacceptable.
It wasn’t a little economic glitch, it was a total
and utter nightmare. We’ve got to make sure
that doesn’t happen again and those who were
complicit in it, must face the full might of
the law.”
On whether the Human Rights Commission has
enough power to punish offenders in July riots

That is unacceptable. I see subsequently, there
was some testimony to say there wasn’t much
co-operation from the KZN SAPS side when
national came down. So, there has got to be
action taken. It’s completely inexcusable that
in a crisis like this, we find ourselves all alone.”

Former president Zuma supporters close the N3 between Durban and Pietermaritzburg,
burn tyres and put sand on the roads on 09 July 2021 in Durban, South Africa. (Photo by
Gallo Images/Volksblad/Mlungisi Louw)
“If there’s a case, they don’t hesitate to take
action in the interests of human rights. That’s
evident in the action they took against our
municipality regarding our landfill site.
They took that matter to court to ensure
something is done and that there is some
sort of compliance. So, I’ve been impressed
with the action they have taken.”
On the inadequate response from SAPS during
the unrest
“I got invited to testify and it was a difficult
engagement in the sense that I had to revisit
all of that in my mind again and had to say

some things that I’m sure were probably not
well received by many people in government
services. But it’s the truth. I have a mandate
for my members and I needed to tell the truth.
The truth was we found ourselves completely
and utterly alone at the time. There was very,
very little response in the first couple of days
from SAPS. We tried to reach people we work
with on a regular basis but couldn’t reach
[those] people. You’ve subsequently heard
how the KZN police commissioner went on
paternity leave in the middle of it. We were
unable to get help on the ground, so we battled
for a couple of days completely on our own.

On the SANDF not being supported by KZN
local police
“I saw an interview with the former minister
of defense saying when the army arrived
here, they battled to get co-operation and
information about what was happening on
the ground. We were crying out for the army
to come and help us for days on end, begging
for them to come. And when they arrived,
you would have thought we would have been
waiting with open arms to deploy them to the
ground. It took so long to get people on the
ground. It was so disturbing. It might have
felt longer than it was because we were in the
midst of it, but it was definitely days before
we saw anything on the ground. At the end of
the day, Maritzburg, I think, got 120 soldiers
and they were deployed to protect government
infrastructure. It’s not as if they were deployed
on the ground to help the private sector.
The community stood alongside each
other and barricaded the path to their local
supermarkets and things. Private security
and the community did that. SAPS came in
a couple of days later.”

Listen to the full interview

CR should veto employment ‘equity’ bill
By Anthea Jeffery
Last week the National Assembly adopted the
Employment Equity (EE) Amendment Bill
of 2020 (the Bill). The National Council of
Provinces is now expected to endorse it so
it can then be signed into law by President
Cyril Ramaphosa.
The president should decline to do so,
however. The Bill is unnecessary as well as
deeply damaging. Its real aim is not to provide
redress for apartheid injustice but rather to
advance the national democratic revolution
(NDR) by further crippling the capitalist
economy en route to a socialist nirvana.

L

ast week, the National Assembly
adopted the Employment Equity
(EE) Amendment Bill of 2020. As the
IRR’s Head of Policy Research Anthea Jeffery
writes, the National Council of Provinces
is expected to endorse the aforementioned
bill so it can be signed into law by President
Cyril Ramaphosa. Jeffery notes that he
should not place his signature on the bill
as it’s “unnecessary” and “deeply damaging”.
Cambridge-educated Jeffery goes through,
in great detail, the consequences the bill
would have on South Africa. “Education,
investment, growth and jobs are the keys
to upward mobility and must be strongly
fostered – not further undermined.” – Jarryd
Neves

Core provisions of the Bill
The Bill has two core provisions. The
first empowers Thulas Nxesi, minister of
employment and labour (and national deputy
chair of the SACP) to set racial quotas for
all businesses with 50 employees or more in
specified sectors of the economy. The second
bars such businesses from contracting with
the government unless they have complied
with the minister’s quotas or ‘justified’ their
failure to do so on ‘reasonable’ grounds.
Unrealistic EE racial quotas have already
crippled the capacity of the public sector,
filling it with a host of unqualified and
unaccountable people, many of them
intent on self-enrichment. Preferential BEE
procurement has already excluded many of
the businesses most capable of efficient and

cost-effective delivery and opened the door to
fraud and inflated pricing on a massive scale.
Under the Bill, both problems are set to
become far worse. Business will lose the
limited autonomy the EE Act has left it to
base job appointments and promotions on
merit, rather than skin colour. Fraudulent
tenderpreneurship will increase as many
more firms with a sound record on delivery
find themselves excluded from state contracts.
The Bill is unnecessary
Mr Nxesi claims that ‘self-regulation’ under
the current EE Act has not worked. Instead,
it has allowed many businesses to ‘covertly
fight the implementation of employment
equity while paying lip service to the need
for transformation’.
Is business ‘covertly fighting’ to exclude black
people from senior posts, as the minister
claims? And is this evidence of its desire to
keep ‘treating workers like glorified slaves’,
as Cosatu emotively adds?
Laws should be based on fact, not propaganda.
And the facts show that business pushed
strongly for black advancement even in the
apartheid era and did much to help achieve
this long before the EE Act came into force.
The business role in black upward mobility
Black upward mobility in the apartheid era
accelerated after the late 1960s, when a decade
of rapid growth made it clear that the white

minority was too small to meet the needs of
the economy. As the skills shortage worsened,
business repeatedly urged the National Party
(NP) government to ease restrictions on black
employment and advancement. In 1973, prime
minister John Vorster finally yielded to this
pressure, saying his government would no
longer stand in the way of blacks moving
into higher jobs. This resulted in considerable
advances for black South Africans and a
significant narrowing of racial inequality.
This skills shortage also helped push the NP
government into embarking on a series of
reforms. From the early 1970s onwards, it
improved the quality of ‘Bantu’ education,
expanded black trade union rights, abolished
influx control, and encouraged black home
ownership in urban townships. These policy
shifts reflected the increasing economic
interdependence of black and white South
Africans and helped pave the way for the
transition to black majority rule.
After 1994, the private sector had still more
reason to embrace black advancement in the
workplace. By September 1997, shortly before
the initial EE bill was published, 90% of the
150 large employers surveyed by a human
resources consultancy, FSA-Contact, had
affirmative action programmes in place, even
though this was not required by law.
Read the full article here
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Other side of Shell’s Wild Coast adventure
A
t the risk of being labelled ‘unwoke’
in this highly emotive groundswell
of protest against Shell starting a
five-month seismic survey off the Wild Coast
in five days’ time, I wonder just how scienceliterate the protestors really are. Sixteen
years of news reporting for the SA Medical
Journal sharpened my index of suspicion
when it comes to evidence-based journalism.
I haven’t heard many directly appropriate
expert voices in most mainstream media
reports. What are the mitigation measures
(bubble curtains to mask impact, gradually
increasing intensity, constant precautionary
sonar scanning)? And where is the verifiable
evidence of damage, given that it’s been done
worldwide for half a century? Outrage is fun
– and very catchy. Read this before jumping
on the bandwagon and then, by all means,
do. The author, Ivo Vegter, is no slouch when
it comes to environmental reporting, having
penned Extreme Environment, a book on
environmental exaggeration and how it
harms emerging economies. This article
was first published on The Daily Friend. –
Chris Bateman
By Ivo Vegter
The mainstream media is giving voice to a
very belated campaign against a proposed
seismic survey to be conducted well off the

It is reported that Shell has announced that it will carry out a three-dimensional seismic
survey in search of oil and gas deposits from Morgan Bay to Port St Johns off the Wild
Coast. (Photo by Gallo Images/Brenton Geach)
Eastern Cape coast. Like the activists, they’ve
got their facts entirely wrong.
A new seismic survey is to be conducted off
the continental shelf, at least 20km from the
Eastern Cape coast between Morgan’s Bay and
Port St Johns, starting on 1 December. This
has sparked a new wave of environmental
panic in the media and on local chat groups.
The survey will be conducted by Shearwater
GeoService on behalf of Shell.
All due process has been observed, going

back to 2013, so the chances of stopping it are
nil. Yet, a petition against the seismic survey
has amassed 120,000 signatures from people
who mistakenly believe that seismic surveying
is catastrophically dangerous to marine life.
Daily Maverick ran an article which
uncritically cites the unsupported claims made
by activists, such as that it will kill fishing
businesses. A Mail & Guardian article quotes
‘a scientist’, stating as fact that a ‘seismic survey
on the Wild Coast will be destructive’.

The underlying motivation, of course, is
opposition to oil and gas exploration in
general, in pursuit of which environmental
activists will use any excuse that sounds
plausible. Both articles rely heavily on the
claims of anti-oil activist organisation Oceans
Not Oil, which started the petition.
That South Africa might desperately need
new sources of energy, and new jobs in the oil
and gas sector, does not matter to the wealthy
elites who typically sign online petitions.
Both articles also contain speculative claims
of potential harm to marine animals made by
Kevin Cole, the principal natural scientist at
the East London Museum. His knowledge of
marine biology is unstated in his LinkedIn
profile.
(In fact, he specialises in conservation biology,
which is a so-called ‘crisis discipline’ that
makes species conservation an end in itself,
divorced from any human welfare or socioeconomic considerations. I elaborate on the
field of conservation biology about halfway
down this column. It is a radical, nature-first
ideology that reflexively opposes all human
impact on the environment.)
Click here for the full article
The Daily Insider: Shell is about to
unleash havoc along the Wild Coast
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Are Naspers/Prosus good investments?

D

avid Shapiro sheds light on Naspers
and Prosus results, which have been
eagerly anticipated by the market.
Naspers and Prosus have been drags on the
performance of the JSE, with its crown jewel
Tencent under intense scrutiny following
Chinese regulatory crackdowns. Tencent’s
underlying performance within the stable,
however, was promising and contributed
118% of Prosus’ operating profit. This
means the rest of the e-commerce businesses
within the group lost money, despite having
a valuation of close to $50bn. Bob van
Dijk and his management team have been
bullish on industries such as food delivery,
with many analysts concerned about the
performance of its e-commerce portfolio.
Shapiro says it will take many more years
for the e-commerce unit to contribute
materially to earnings, and that Tencent will
continue to be the driver of performance
for the two businesses for the foreseeable
future. – Justin Rowe-Roberts
David Shapiro on Naspers and Prosus results

Bob van Dijk, CEO of Naspers Ltd, pauses
during the company's extraordinary
general meeting in Cape Town
“I like to break down the divisions and look
at contributions; the first place I go to is the
segmental breakdown to see how much money
they are making out of the acquisitions and
who contributes. When you look at it, you
come down to the raw detail. It’s still Tencent

BizNews Power Hour
with Alec Hogg
The BizNews Power Hour, hosted by Alec Hogg, airs weeknights at 5:30pm on
Cape Town’s Fine Music Radio (101.3FM) and in Johannesburg at 7pm on ChaiFM
(101.9FM). You can also catch it on www.biznewsradio.com.
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that makes up about 118% of operating profit.
That means all the other divisions are taking
away 18%. Where I’m getting it is that it’s
going to take a long time before those other
businesses and the acquisitions that they made
begin to shift the needle. They might be in
the right direction; they could be working
there but the numbers from Tencent are just
so huge, it’s going to take a big, big chunk.
Also remember, they sold 2%. So, they took
all this cash, brought in other acquisitions and
therefore we haven’t even adjusted for that. It
is going to take a long time. No matter how we
spin the tale, it’s still Tencent that’s going to
dictate whether this company makes money
or what the profits look like. The shares –
both Naspers and Prosus because of Tencent’s
non-performance – have been on the JSE this
year. They continue to be negative (year to
date) at a time where everything else seems
to be performing.”
On Tencent’s performance in Naspers and
Prosus results
“It’s strong. The performance was up 20%

or 30%, around there. Whatever it is, I can’t
remember the exact details … I think up 24%
on revenue. It is still a pretty good underlying
performance. We can’t ignore Tencent as a
business. I know it’s been under scrutiny but
even when I went through the Tencent results,
they seem to be restrained in the way they
looked forward, very nervous of offending
the Chinese authorities. But they continue
to grow the business and I believe there is
quite a bit of opportunity for Tencent to grow.
I prefer Tencent to Alibaba and prefer it to
some of the tech companies within China.
They’re being held back by the regulatory
crackdown, particularly on the gaming side.
That has hurt them. And also, of course,
monetising their opportunities. They are
nervous to go out and advertise and monetise
what they can do. But, over time, that will start
to pick up, so I have turned more in favour of
Tencent than perhaps Alibaba, but it dictates
where Naspers and Prosus will go.”
Listen to the full interview

Click here to catch the live stream of the BizNews
Power Hour, weekdays from 5:30 - 6:30pm.
Omnia’s turnaround tale - CEO Seelan
Gobalsamy
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Dede Eyesan on how to get involved
in global small-cap investing

David Shapiro sheds light on Naspers and Prosus results, which have
been eagerly anticipated by the market. Naspers and Prosus have been
drags on the performance of the JSE, with its crown jewel Tencent under
intense scrutiny following Chinese regulatory crackdowns.

Pietermaritzburg was turned into a war zone during July’s riots with
local businesses (and citizens) abandoned by SA’s deliberately absent
security forces. Melanie Veness of the PMB Business Chamber spoke
out powerfully at the time, condemning the behaviour of the local SAPS
and Defence Force. She is refusing to allow revisionists to now gloss
over the disaster, warning that without retribution, a repeat is probable.
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PPC CEO Roland van Wijnen talks us through the company’s financial
results, following a two-year turnaround that seems to be nearing
completion. PPC has been one of the best-performing JSE-listed
businesses; it avoided a capital raise and shaved hundreds of millions off
its debt burden. PPC will be a beneficiary of the supposed government
infrastructure drive but Van Wijnen is yet to see it being rolled out.

The hard-hitting Magnus Heystek pulled no punches on his return from
Mauritius, where he says economic growth is booming led by a surge
in infrastructure and development. South Africa’s economy paints a
different picture, one that’s been at a standstill for the better part of
a decade. As a result of amendments to Regulation 28 – which limits
the extent to which retirement funds may invest in particular assets or
asset classes – South African savers have been unduly punished.

BizNews
Power
Hour

In an interview with BizNews founder Alec Hogg, Paul Hoffman of
Accountability Now takes a lawyer’s look at the clear attempt to throw
the kitchen sink at Matthews after he started uncovering malfeasance.
According to Hoffman, using Matthews’ dual-citizenship as the reason
for his suspension is dubious, questioning the true motive of Leonard
Ramatlakane, the politician drafted in as Prasa’s chairman.
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A departed South African’s heartbreak

T

he valiant vulnerability demonstrated
in this anonymous poem will
undoubtedly speak to the affliction
carried by countless South Africans. So
often, Saffers who have made the decision
to depart our dear country will go on to
vehemently report their decision to do so
was unquestionably correct. Their message
– usually extended with a laundry list of
everything that they do not miss, everything
that they no longer need to concern
themselves with – is, while realistic, almost
too overt. Notwithstanding the very real
advantages they enjoy elsewhere, it is hard
not to wonder whether they, perhaps, are so
persistent in their advocacy of emigration
because any deviation therefrom would be
too painful. – Nadya Swart
Dear South Africa with love …
I cried for you today – as I have done many
times
As the tears spilled down my cheeks,
I thought of your skies and wild plains
I felt your drum beat and heard your lions roar
I heard the summer crickets kritty clicking the
click click song
I thought of your warm smiles and open hearts
and mothers with children they carried on their
backs
And our childhood companions,

brothers and sisters from different mothers who
we knew before they taught you to hate, before
we knew what different colours we were.
I thought of the African sunshine waking us
up every morning
And how we thought we’d be in our home
forever
Never imagining for one moment that we would
leave of choice, of our own free will
I thought about how we braved ourselves
thinking we would be fine elsewhere
And that Africa and its politics could go and
hang for all we cared
And we moved away and boarded planes
And we set up basecamp in the far flung corners

of the planet, away from home
And we smiled at the Canadian Newfie jokes
And we braaied our boerewors on Australian
beaches
And we celebrated American independence day
And we froze our ass in the UK winters
And we were frowned upon with our raw meat
eating habits by our pasty pie friends or vegan
neighbours
And we learnt new slang and borrowed accents
and other people’s cultures to fit in, to belong
But there’s a heart of an African that runs
deeper
It’s unspoken and cannot be verbally explained
But it’s uncovered when one African finds
another
It breathes life into the soul
No matter whether they be in China, Germany,
Russia or Ireland
And as we find each other we lose each other
in the mix of our different journeys
But still we can’t let go – that silent familiar
echo calls below the surface
So we make batches of sticky koeksusters
And we dance to our Johnny Clegg scatterlings
of Africa and Mango Groove’s special star to
remember our humbled happiness and call
each other Bru
But in the circle of life, the lion sleeps tonight
As we pour out the rooibos tea
And we realise we too have lost our colour…….

As our rainbow has slipped from us
We have become the world …. neutral in
identity
No more do we slip into Xhosa, Zulu. Sindebele
and Shona greetings and “Yebo Gogos”
whenever we meet
And we remember we were not English, not
Canadian, not Australian, nor French, nor
American
No, we are Africans and we are too far away
from home, kicked Out of Africa
Far from the lazy Limpopo, the thirsty
Swellendam, the hearty Harties,
Far away from the mozies in our ears at night
And the fuk-are-we birds and the sexual Fish
Eagles cries
Far away from the Kariba Sunset and Table
Mountain views
No more black jacks in our socks or blue bottle
stings on our thighs
No, we’re miles away from the roar of the
mighty Bridal Falls and the Vaal that runs
through us as blue as Blue Bulls in our veins,
as surely as we migrated with the wildebeest,
as we ran with the cheetah and chanted for
the Springboks, through the rain and African
lightening thunderstorms we were drenched
with life
Read the full article here
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n this week’s currency focus, TreasuryONE’s Andre Cilliers talks us through the reasons
for the weakness in the rand, despite the South African Reserve Bank increasing interest
rates by 0.25% at last week’s Monetary Policy Committee meeting. Cilliers unpacks
the drastic weakening of the rand despite SARB hiking interest rates.

I

S

D
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emocratic Alliance Federal Council chair Helen Zille offers a sobering view after
the surprise ascension of her party’s candidates to the mayoral parlours of South
Africa’s leading cities. Zille says negotiations will now be even more earnest as
her party works at securing written commitment from potential coalition partners to
ensure a stable governance structure can be secured.

outh Africa’s economy paints a different picture, one that’s been at a standstill for
the better part of a decade. As a result of amendments to Regulation 28 – which
limits the extent to which retirement funds may invest in particular assets or asset
classes – South African savers have been unduly punished.

he Helen Suzman Foundation, the DA and AfriForum have approached the courts
to have Jacob Zuma sent back to jail, saying there has been absolutely no indication
the former president is terminally ill, making the granting of his medical parole
unlawful. Zuma spent one month in Estcourt prison in July, was moved to hospital in
August, and released on medical parole in September.

Visit BizNews TV for the latest videos

Melanie Veness: Riots created huge trust deficit

André de Ruyter: The Background Check

Martin Welz: Now SARS attacks Agrizzi

Whether Naspers/Prosus remain good investments

SARS distrust aggravated by secrecy provisions

Maggs on Media: Copyright, dark marketing
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GOOD HOPE

Skull of Homo naledi offspring discovered
T
he first partial skull of a child,
Homo naledi, has been found in the
Rising Star caves in South Africa by
a team of international scientists from 14
institutions, including the University of the
Witwatersrand. It follows the discovery of
a previously unidentified hominin species
named Homo naledi by the team in 2013,
which shook up our understanding of the
early human origins. Leading the team
is Professor Lee Berger, the man touted
globally as having discovered this entirely
new species of hominid in the Cradle of
Humankind, one of South Africa’s World
Heritage Sites. Prof. Berger told BizNews
how this ancient site is the gift that keeps
on giving to paleoanthropologists and the
benefits these discoveries have for South
Africa. – Linda van Tilburg
On how continued excavations in the Rising
Star caves led to the latest discovery
“Our explorations continued and, in
September of 2017, our teams pushed beyond
the Naledi chamber into the most difficult
places to access. If anyone has ever seen
images of our work in these caves; just to
get into the Naledi chamber requires some
of the most extraordinary efforts by cavers.
They have to go down 12 m slots that are 16
cm wide, crawl into very dangerous passages.

Well, the area that you move beyond is worse
than that. It’s a network, a spiderweb really,
of narrow passages, most of which are only
about 15cm wide.
And it was in one of these in 2017, that our
teams discovered the fragmentary remains
of a skull on a little ledge 80 cm above the
floor. That’s the skull; that’s the thing that we
announced recently. The little skull belonged
to a child of four to six years old, dating back
to, we believe, about the same time as all the
other Homo naledi remains. And it’s just the
skull.”

On Leti, the skull of a child that could have
been placed on a ledge as a burial ritual
“Little Leti, just ahead [of the Leseti chamber
where a body was found previously in an
alcove] and on a shelf. It is hard to imagine
how that occurred without others of her
species interacting with her skull because
there are no body parts there. You see, if she
crawled in there and died, that would be kind
of your logical way of [how she got] there, and
you’d find her body, too. In fact, you wouldn’t
find these fragile bones over her skull. They
always become destroyed, they are paper thin.

You would find parts of the arms and the legs
and the long bones, which are much more
rugged and would preserve. You would expect
to find other pieces than this. Here we just
found this fragmented skull; it does seem to
[give us] some idea that this may be a case
of Homo naledi interacting with the dead
after the bones had deteriorated. It’s a very
provocative thing and we are continuing to
explore this idea.
We are working on other areas of this cave
that I think will enlighten us substantially,
perhaps in a more testable way than her little
skull on a shelf at this moment. I hope that
in the relatively near future, perhaps we will
[discover] more definitive, verifiable evidence
about this hypothesis of a non-human animal.
Even though they’re related to us in some way;
we don’t know that relationship-performing
ritualised practices relate to death. By the way,
if they are, it has profound implications on
how humans view both their special place
in nature and the origins of those practices.
Homo naledi doing this, 150,000 to 200,000
years before we have any evidence Homo
sapiens did something like this… so it’s
very important we get this right and we’re
continuing to work and test that hypothesis.”
Listen to the full interview

"Nobody ever told me
they like my creamy
milk, as they do with my
Groote Post wines"
-Peter Pentz (The Old Man) on
moving from dairy to wine
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Rand is in uncharted territory: Cilliers

I

n this week’s currency focus,
TreasuryONE’s Andre Cilliers unpacks
the drastic weakening of the rand
despite the South African Reserve Bank
hiking interest rates. According to Cilliers,
contributors to the shock in the rand are
Lesetja Kganyago’s approach to monetary
policy and the fighting of inflation. On
the flip side, positivity to the rand can be
expected if the Federal Reserve Bank puts a
lid on the raising of interest rates. As Cilliers
says, “If Mr Powell clearly states they will not
raise interest rates, that they will not bring
the date forward, I do think that will have
a positive effect on the positiveness of the
rand. We could see the rand strengthening a
little bit then again. Towards the end of the
year, we could see some inflows as positions
are being cleared over the year end with
people of a financial year ending over
December – that could act to positiveness.”
On the weakening of the rand despite the
interest rate hike
“Interesting times. We expected the rand to
appreciate a little bit after the announcement
of the interest rate increase, and we’ve just seen
the opposite. When you look at the speech
of Kganyago during the announcement, he
was quite concerned about inflation and the
upside risks to inflation going forward. For
that reason, if you look at the expectations
of inflation and at inflation in the rest of the
world and his whole discussion surrounding
inflation, the market kind of expected he
would be a little bit more aggressive in his

investors with surplus funds looking to invest
money would rather invest at a higher rate
than at lower rates. Hence, if interest rates
increase, there could possibly be an inflow of
money into the country to invest at that higher
rate. [It] would simply mean that currency
needs to be sold to invest the rands at a higher
rate. And that inflow would be positive for
the currency.”

Director at TreasuryONE Andre Cilliers
approach to its monetary policy and the
fighting of inflation.
[He was expected to increase] interest rates
a little bit more, which was not done. That
was a slight disappointment. However, on
the same day, we had also seen that the
Hungarian central bank raised interest rates
by 70 basis points. If you take into account
quite a negative outlook on inflation in the
short term; look at oil prices, at the rand, at
fuel prices, that could contribute further to
inflation. [All this just thrown] into the pot
was a little bit negative.”
On why interests rates affect the value of a
currency relative to another currency
“It’s quite simple and quite easy. The
economics behind a higher interest rate is
simply that if you raise your interest rates,

On the outlook of the rand if developed
economies stop increasing interest rates
“If they put a lid on the raising of interest
rates and they come out with a clear, clear,
clear indication, and Mr Powell makes another
press announcement during the Federal
Reserve [Bank’s] next meeting. If he clearly
states that they will not raise interest rates,
that they will not bring the date forward, I
do think it will have a positive effect on the
[positivity] of the rand. We could see the rand
strengthening a little bit again. Towards the
end of the year, we could see some inflows as
positions are being cleared over the year end
with people of a financial year ending over
December – that could act to positiveness.
So yes, the rand will hold its weakening
pace a little bit, but it’s all in the hands of the
Federal Reserve. That’s really crucial at this
point. What I’ve said this morning is, when
people are really uncertain as to what happens
in the world, take your money and go and
invest it in something that looks safe and is
being perceived as safe. Those three things at
this time seem to be gold. It seems to be the
crypto world and keeping dollars rather than

anything else. For a while, we’ve got to live
with that. That uncertainty with what happens
about this whole debate [encourages us to
lean towards] something that at least gives
us a little bit of certainty and safety.”
On whether the rand should stay away from
other emerging market currencies
“If a foreign investor outside of emerging
markets – a first world investor – speaks to
me today and asks me for my advice; I would
recommend not to stay away completely but
to trade very cautiously. And if you do want
to put money in, do not jump in all at once,
but rather in tranches and wait for a bit more
clarity as to what happens out there.”
On the technical performance of the rand as
the year draws to a close
“Well, technically, we are overheated. The
technicals tell me that 15–80, 15–83 are fairly
strong levels. It tells me that 112–50, 112–48
area on the euro are very strong technical
levels. If it breaks through those levels, then
below a sub 112 and the euro is on the cards,
and a break or a test of the 60 levels on the
rand is on the cards. We’re trading close to
very technical levels at this point. I’m of the
opinion it will hold, not go through. But, there
are significant levels if it breaks through, you
could see a bit of a run.”
Listen to the full interview
Only way to avoid stagflation is to
increase our interest rates

Competitive advantage of being stupid
By Thomas Oosthuizen

I

t was around 1998 that Prof Gary
Hamel – at the time one of the 100
most influential names in business –
said more of what you need to know about
your own industry, will come from outside
of it in future.
This is one of the truest statements ever made
about business, almost 25 years ago.
Shortly after that I was dealing with a UKbased research company that worked for a
client of mine, they still believed a ‘telco’
survey meant you asked people questions
about the telco industry. The initial research
questionnaire I had to approve, embarrassingly
for them, contained the name of the previous
client they did a similar survey for – a top
three global telco.
So, we even build parity into what we ask
customers.
Today, the largest companies in the world
are all businesses that did not exist 40 years
ago. Some not even 20 years old.
So, whatever constituted an ‘industry’, is no
longer predictable. Lateral thinking is more
important than data. So much of what we
learnt at university reduced in importance.
Let us take an example we know, Apple.
With the iPhone, Apple combined telco (the
obvious), with a camera (not so dramatic),

combined it with emails (Blackberry already
did), created a back-end ecosystem of apps
and content (a ‘mega-library’). On their own,
none of these were dramatic. Yet the thinking
and the way it connected all into one small
device supported by millions of ecosystem
connections, is unique. Added to this, was
annuity income. Added a high “barrier-toexit”.
No linear planning system would have done
this. The traditional way of working treated
these as different problems that had bespoke
industry solutions. The change came from left
flank, not from where anyone expected it.
There is almost no industry I am aware of,
that is immune to Amazon. It will eventually
compete with almost all businesses in some
way. Retailers, cloud systems, CRM systems,
data depth, marketing spend, their own brands
(now the largest number, I believe), customercentric data management, analytics, logistics
(they are already larger than most logistics
companies), movies and other content. For
now.
Linear planning processes, perfected by
the best management thinkers, at best gave
companies anecdotal insight into the future.
Fortunately for many, critical mass goes a long
way, but will not last forever. We saw how fast
things changed with Covid-19.
I have now seen a few surveys that found
for people under 40 no longer see traditional

banks as the place to bank.
What we know about our business, is now
far less than what we do not know. The
expectations from a board, executives and
staff, need an entire overhaul.
In the past, we were rewarded for doing a
particular job very well. When you became
exceptional, you were promoted to manage
a division. Hence, we institutionalised
stagnation.
To be a specialist in one industry is now a
competitive disadvantage.
This is what makes management in our time,
such an incredible challenge. We live in a
world where resource utilisation has become
malleable. Cheap technology enables very fast
change.

Companies separated functions to perform
from the reasons why they are performed.
Companies added layers of complexity and
redundancy, recruited this way, designed the
business this way and developed job titles
this way.
How does any of this relate to customers?
Many staff don’t know.
This is when being too clever, becomes a
competitive disadvantage.
Now soldiers no longer fight wars, drones do.
The thinking at the very top first needs to
change. Stop talking about industries. Bezos
does not.
Covid-19 forced much change much faster.
It brought agility that we were forced to adapt
to fast.
Process automation is the foundation for
almost all companies. It produces a product
or service, millions of times over, in the same
way, using the same hardware and software
and people with the same skills. Excellence
is contained in the exact replication of each
item or moment of truth.
People are hyper-specialised. Companies are
mostly siloed. Many departments hardly talk.
Information flow in most companies is slow
or just do not happen throughout.
Executives are still remunerated for share
performance, not business sustainability.
Click here for the full article
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PowerPulse alternative energy solutions
H
omeowners, as well as businesses’
appetites for alternative energy
solutions are increasing, especially
given the country’s challenges with load
shedding. BizNews founder Alec Hogg joins
Maudene van Rooyen, Errol Dorman and
Mike Cubic, members of Dorman Projects,
to unpack the PowerPulse alternative
energy solutions. Some of the benefits of
the PowerPulse offering include: seamless
guidance throughout your projects, support
with funding, legal and technical help,
credible installation and reduced time
spent on administrative and regulatory
requirements. – Sharidyn Rogers
Maudene van Rooyen on the challenges
people encounter with the PowerPulse energy
solutions
“Unless a client is part of the sector and well
versed in energy, it is extremely difficult for
them to understand how a solar PV system
will result in positive cash flows. It’s very
difficult for them to know upfront how the
system should respect how to accurately
compare solution providers with proposals.
And ultimately, it’s difficult for them to get
to the desired outcome and to know what
the return on investment should look like.”
On the types of questions that clients ask

before choosing PowerPulse
“In my four years in the bank, within the
sector, our clients mainly struggle with
comparing solutions and the solution
provider. If I can go more into detail, it’s
things like: how do they know if the system
is priced correctly; if the quality of equipment
will last them for the next 25 years; that their
system is over or undersized; and what the
regulatory requirements are for small scale
embedded generation within South Africa.”

Errol Dorman on pre-vetting as part of the
PowerPulse programme
“One of the big strengths of the PowerPulse
programme is the pre-vetting I’ve done in
the PowerPulse programme. [It] is exactly
what our industry requires. The problem in
the solar sector at the moment is, there are
more than 10,000 installers. It’s an electrical
industry operation but we’ve got unlicensed
contractors, non-registered contractors.
Because it’s a very popular industry, all sorts
of parties are getting involved. Fundamentally,
it’s an electrically integrated industry and
these require legislation or companies that
are registered and have licensed electricians.
It’s a huge issue. The pre-vetting requires
a lot of documentation to [ensure] the
company, just as a small example, has a letter
of good standing. If there is an injury on-

site, you [must be] covered by workman’s
compensation. There are many, many sites
[that I visit to check] whether they are
unlicensed, unregistered. [There are] some
great contractors but, unfortunately, it creates
a problem in the industry.”

Mike Cubic on contractors who misunderstand
solar products
“Most of the time, if contractors don’t
understand the product, they [won’t]
understand the value chain and supply. They
will underspec a site or incorrectly design a
system. That often leads to them not pricing
it correctly and often too cheaply. They run
into problems and sacrifice on quality and
the installation and then ultimately it fails.”
Maudene van Rooyen on the criteria to getting
the PowerPulse solution installed
“We anticipated that [would] happen and is
why we have a set criteria for onboarding
a PowerPulse solution provider. If I can go
into detail [regarding] that criteria, it’s a track
record. How many installations have you done
and what are your success stories? How happy
are your clients, not just with your installation,
but also your after-sales [service] because this
is a 25-year investment. We also look at the
knowledge within the solution provider, the
technical capabilities and the ability of the

POWERPULSE: YOUR ENERGY
SOLUTION FOR THE FUTURE.

PowerPulse connects your business to vetted service providers that understand
the requirements that need to be adhered to in order to make your solar project
financially sustainable. The PowerPulse process is based on transparency and
trust – designed to provide you with insights and empower you to make informed
and educated decisions regarding your solar project.
To find out more contact the PowerPulse team at PowerPulse@standardbank.co.za
or visit standardbank.co.za/bankonus

SOUTH AFRICA BANKS ON BUSINESS.
BUSINESS BANKS ON POWERPULSE.

Ts&Cs apply. The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg. No. 1962/000738/06). Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15).
It Can Be is a registered trademark of The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited. GMS-18954 08/21

solution provider to handle commercial and
industrial installations because CNI is very
different from residential.”

Maudene van Rooyen on the types of
challenges that PowerPulse clients encounter
“Some clients do have a little bit of knowledge
but [others have no idea] at all. That is why
PowerPulse is there, to guide them through the
process. What I found clients are experiencing
challenges with, is identifying the strategic
case, the financial case and the technical and
operational aspects they need to consider.”
Maudene van Rooyen on helping clients
through pricing and O&M costs
“There’s a saying: ‘the devil is in the detail’,
and is exactly what our comparison report
in PowerPulse sells for. It gives the client a
detailed report on three solutions from three
different solution providers. We indicate
pricing across the three solutions and how
to do the price calculation, which a lot of
clients struggle with because they are not in
the energy sector and are not well versed.
We go further and unpack the quality of the
equipment and the applicable warranties. We
indicate how the system was sized in relation
to the load profile.”
Listen to the full interview
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Fiat 500: Little Italian is big on charm
more than makes up for in performance. The
63kW and 145Nm of torque propels the Italian
city car to 100 km/h in a claimed 11.5 seconds.
On paper it doesn’t sound impressive, but from
behind the wheel the 500 is an absolute joy to
drive. The peppy TwinAir motor emits a rorty
growl from its exhaust pipes, sending the Fiat
down the road with gusto. Fuel consumption
is rated at 3.8 L/100 km and over the week, I
averaged a respectable 6.2 L/100 km.

By Jarryd Neves, Motoring correspondent

A

sk those with a penchant for
designer handbags or shoes why
they spend so much on their atelier
derived accessories and they’ll simply reply,
“Because I love shoes/handbags.” Those who
are happy to trot about in more humble
shoes cannot see the point, but to the ultrachic fashionista, nothing else will do.
I thought about this during the past week while
behind the wheel of the recently refreshed
Fiat 500 Dolcevita. On the face of it, the little
Italian is a tiny hatchback with just enough
space for two people and a suitcase. Priced at
R279,900, the practical-minded would baulk
at spending so much money on such a small
car with not much in the way of cargo space.
But to understand the 500, you need to skip
practicality and head straight for desirability.
It may be 14 years old but the retro styling
still looks oh-so-chic after all this time. It’s
cheeky, unashamedly fashionable and, in a
marketplace where most cars want to appear
aggressive and sporty, it is refreshing.

A cabriolet derivative of the Fiat 500
Dolcevita is available at R324,900
The test unit, a Dolcevita, evoked a ‘jet-set/
Riviera’ ambience with its delightfully named
Gelato White paintwork. Few small cars –
particularly the Dolcevita derivative – exudes
this much elegance. Diamond-finished 16inch alloy wheels round everything off nicely.
Much like the exterior, the cabin of the 500 is
devoid of any styling gimmicks or frivolities.
Pop the door open via the chromed door
handle and you’ll step into one of the loveliest
cabins this side of R300,000. A great slab of

body-coloured gloss plastic spans the width of
the facia, peppered with old world detailing.
The hazard warning switch, for example, looks
like a boiled sweet.
The dashboard is colour-coded with the white
leather-trimmed steering wheel. The threespoke tiller is flanked by chunky switches
that are a tactile delight. The door cards and
dashboard are trimmed in harsh plastics (as
is the case with most cars in this price range),
but somehow they fade into the background
as your eyes take in the detailing. The seats,
trimmed in a cloth/faux leather combination,
have the ‘500’ legend picked out in contrast
stitching.
The interior is not without its faults, though.
The narrow body shell means Fiat has
positioned the driver’s seat height adjustment
lever inches away from the handbrake, which
can lead to you inadvertently jacking the seat
up. While comprehensive, the trip computer
can be a source of frustration. As newer cars
move to displays that provide the driver with
various bits of information, toggling through
the Fiat’s small display can be time-consuming.
Standard specification is generous, the
Dolcevita ships standard with cruise control,
electric windows and mirrors, central
locking, seven airbags, climate control and
a fixed panoramic roof that allows plenty of

natural light into the cosy cockpit. Also part
of the package, an infotainment system with
Apple CarPlay/Android Auto and Bluetooth
connectivity.

Tasteful 16-inch alloys complement the
500’s modish styling
If you’re planning on transporting more
than one passenger, the Fiat 500 may not
be the best choice. Although, technically, it
is a four-seater, the rear pews are positively
diminutive. Even if those upfront are willing
to sacrifice legroom, space in the rear will
still be at a premium. The back bench is best
used as a parcel shelf, really, to complement
the 185-litre boot.
A unique characteristic of the 500 is its
quirky powertrain. A two-cylinder, 0-9-litre
turbopetrol is housed under the stubby bonnet
and, what it may lack in cubic capacity, the 500

Interior is a highlight, the dashboard
festooned with lovely detailing and
finishes. (manual model pictured)
Through the corners, it is eager and alert; the
precise steering, crisp and direct, allowing you
to place the 500 exactly where you want it.
The chassis is well sorted and could certainly
handle more power. Equally as excellent are the
brakes, which provide plenty of feel. Letting
the dynamism down is the jerky automated
manual (AMT) gearbox. In automatic mode,
upshifts are twitchy and erratic. The ‘box is
reluctant to downshift, hampering the Fiat’s
enthusiasm. Happily, a manual is available
(although not in desirable Dolcevita trim).
To deliver a verdict on the 500, you have
to look at the charming hatchback from two
points of view. From a practical perspective,
it falls short on numerous levels. At this
price point, there are sensible, spacious
alternatives that make more sense from a
financial viewpoint. The lack of a standard
service plan doesn’t help, either.
And yet, the Fiat 500 is so charming and
so desirable that, if you really wanted one,
you’d be willing to overlook each and every
one of its flaws.
Read the full article here

